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Neuromuscular
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WFN and the German Neurological
Society (DGN) partner to invite two
colleagues from Africa to the neurology
department of the St. Josef-Hospital in
Bochum, Germany.
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WHEN NEUROLOGY IS UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT

Zika virus infection prompts the WFN
to establish the Zika Virus Working
Group.
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BY VERA BRIL, MD

T

he 14th International Congress
on Neuromuscular Diseases
(ICNMD 2016), under the
auspices of
the World
Federation
of Neurology, will
be held in
Toronto,
Canada
from July
5–9, 2016
at the
Vera Bril, MD
Sheraton
Centre
Toronto
Hotel. The ICNMD is the formal
meeting of the Research Group on
Neuromuscular Diseases, formally
affiliated with the World Federation
of Neurology. It has been 14 years
since the ICNMD Congress was
held in Canada, with Vancouver,
British Columbia, hosting the 2002
Congress.
Building on the success of preceding Congresses, in Vancouver,
Istanbul, and Naples, it was decided
at the previous meeting in Nice,
France (ICNMD 2014) that the Congress be moved to a two-year cycle
instead of meeting every four years.
While much encouragement and
progress is going on in the field of
neuromuscular diseases, especially
with the recent support of the
see NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES, page 12
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Brain Health in an Aging
Population: “The Aging Brain”
BY MOHAMMAD WASAY, MD, FRCP, FAAN,
AND WOLFGANG GRISOLD, MD

An Aging Population
The global share of older people (age 60
and over) is more than 800 million (12
percent of the population) and is growing, with the expectation that it will reach
more than two billion (21 percent of the
population) by 2050. Currently 70 percent
of the world’s older population lives in developed and developing countries, but by
2025, 80 percent of the older population
will be living in less developed countries.
Older persons are projected to exceed
the number of children in 2047. It has
already started in developed countries. In
2015, Japan became the first country in
the world where more adult diapers than
baby diapers were sold.
Population aging has major social,
health, and economic consequences. The
prevalence of non-communicable diseases
and disability increases with age. Poverty
is high among older persons. There is
increased pressure on social support
systems for older persons. The growing
burden of diseases and disability, and

reducing financial and social support in an
aging population will be among the huge
challenges for societies and governments
with respect to their social and health care
systems in coming years.

Brain Diseases in the Aging
Population
The prevalence of a number of neurological diseases increases with age, including
stroke, dementia, and Parkinson’s disease.
It is estimated that 10 to 20 percent of
people aged 60 to 80 years suffer from
one or more of these diseases. More than
30 percent of persons who are 80 years or
older suffer from at least one neurological
disease.
Disability due to neurological diseases
and other musculoskeletal diseases is very
high and growing. It is estimated that
more than 20 percent of people over 60
years old need support for activities of
daily living.
The economic burden of this is huge.
It is estimated that almost half of the
health care expenditure is related to the
care of older persons in developed countries today, and it is projected to become

World Neurology is calling for your
submissions on neurological education.
PAGE 4
OVERCOMING UNTREATED EPILEPSY IN THE
DEVELOPING WORLD: THE WAY FORWARD

Epilepsy treatment gap of up to 90
percent still exists in many rural Indian
communities.
PAGE 8

JOHN SUTHERLAND AND MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS IN SCOTLAND AND AUSTRALIA

Historical review looks at the
neurologist pioneer who recognized
that multiple sclerosis prevalence
increased with greater distance from
the equator in the southern as well as in
the northern hemisphere.
PAGE 10

two-thirds by 2030. The same trends are
expected in developing and less developed
countries by 2050.
The medical community, however,
must be cautious on the wording when
"burden" with regards to costs of the
aging populations is mentioned. We need
to be aware that the word "burden" has a
potentially negative connotation, which
rather should be replaced with a more
positive wording— which we feel is better
stated as a responsibility.

World Brain Day Theme: “Brain
Health in an Aging Population”
It is clear that brain health is going to
be the most important determinant of
see WORLD BRAIN DAY, page 12
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BY STEVEN L. LEWIS, MD, EDITOR, AND
WALTER STRUHAL, MD, CO-EDITOR

W

e are pleased to introduce this
issue of World Neurology, which
includes topics of interest to all
readers. In this issue, Raad Shakir, MD,
the president of the WFN, reports on
the work being done to address the Zika
virus epidemic, including efforts via the STEVEN L.
WALTER
World Health Organization (WHO)
LEWIS
STRUHAL
and the WFN. Mamta Bhushan Singh,
MD, and Michael F Finkel, MD, discuss
with colleagues from the WFN and the
the challenges and issues involved in
Canadian Neurological Society, announce
tackling the problem of epilepsy in the
a new joint initiative between our two
developing world. Mohammad Wasay,
organizations for neurology trainees
MD, and Professor Wolfgang Grisold,
or junior faculty from Central or South
MD, the secretary-general of the WFN,
America to visit the Montreal Neurological
review the background and planning
Institute for a four-week department visit.
for this year’s day of the brain, World
Similarly, in this issue, the WFN and the
Brain Day 2016: Brain Health in an AgGerman Neurological Society announce
ing Population. J. Eduardo San Esteban,
a new department visit program for two
MD, discusses the past, present, and
African colleagues to visit the department
hopes for the future of Pan American
of neurology in the St. Josef-Hospital in
neurology and collaboration to address
Bochum (University Clinic of the Ruhr
neurological diseases throughout the
University) and the department of neurolAmericas. Also in this issue, Morris
ogy at the Hospital of Ulm University for
Freedman, MD, trustee of the WFN,

four weeks. As an example of the outcome from such a visit, Kalpesh Deraji
Jivan, MD, from South Africa writes an
enthusiastic report from his four-week
visit to the neurology intensive care
unit at Innsbruck Medical University
in Austria, sponsored by the WFN and
the Austrian Neurological Society. Vera
Bril, MD, discusses the plans for the
upcoming 14th International Congress
on Neuromuscular Diseases being held
in collaboration with the WFN in July
2016 in Toronto. Finally, in our regular
columns, John D. England, MD, editorin-chief of the Journal of the Neurological
Sciences, provides his editor’s update and
selected free-access articles from the two
most recent issues of the journal; John F.
Brandsema, MD, reviews a recent book
on Duchenne muscular dystrophy; and
M. J. Eadie, MD, provides a biography
of a pioneer in the epidemiology of
multiple sclerosis.
We hope you enjoy reading this
issue of World Neurology. Within this
issue, Dr. Grisold and the editors also
announce a call for articles on neurologic education for future issues. We look
forward to these and other submissions
of interest to the readers of
World Neurology. •

WFN AND THE GERMAN NEUROLOGICAL SOCIET Y

Department Visit Program
RALF GOLD, MD, WOLFGANG GRISOLD, MD,
ALBERT LUDOLPH, MD, AND
THOMAS THIEKÖTTER, MD

T

he World Federation of Neurology
(WFN) and the German Neurological Society (DGN) are pleased to
announce a new partnership to invite
two colleagues from Africa to visit the
neurology department of the St. JosefHospital in Bochum, Germany, part
of the University Hospital of the Ruhr
University Bochum and the department
of neurology at the Hospital of Ulm
University.
Wilhelm Erb initially founded the
German Neurological Society (DGN)
as the “Gesellschaft Deutscher Nervenärzte” in 1907. In 1935, the society
was dissolved by the Nazi government.
The re-establishment of the society took
place in 1950 by Heinrich Pette. The
DGN is part of the Association of the
Scientific Medical Societies in Germany
(AWMF). The current chairman is
Professor Ralf Gold from Bochum. In
recent years the DGN has become a fastgrowing society, which represents more
than 8,000 members.
The WFN was formed in Brussels
in 1957 as an association of national
neurological societies. Today, the WFN
represents 119 professional societies
in 118 countries in all regions of the
world. WFN’s mission is to foster quality

Ralf Gold, MD

Albert Ludolph, MD

neurology and brain health worldwide,
a goal it seeks to achieve by promoting
global neurological education and training, with the emphasis placed firmly on
under-resourced parts of the world.

About the Project
The German Neurological Society supports the WFN’s African initiative by inviting two African colleagues to visit the
department of neurology in the St. JosefHospital in Bochum (University Clinic of
the Ruhr University) and the department
of neurology at the Hospital of Ulm
University for four weeks. The purpose
of the visit is to experience the German
neurological system in an international
environment, meet new colleagues, and
foster future cooperation.

Thomas Thiekötter, MD

About the Host Institutions
St. Josef-Hospital, Ruhr University
Bochum: The department of neurology
at St. Josef-Hospital is part of the University Hospital of the Ruhr University
Bochum. The chair of the department is
Professor Ralf Gold, who is also the current president of the German Neurological Society. The department comprises a
total of 106 beds, including an intensive
care unit, an intermediate care unit, and
a certified supra-regional stroke unit.
Neuroimmunological diseases represent
the main clinical and scientific focus. The
department of neurology has its own
CSF-lab and its own plasma exchange
unit. Neurosonology of the central as
well as of the peripheral nerve system,
see NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY, page 9
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

When Neurology Is Under the Spotlight
O

ver the last three months, the world
has been facing a most serious and
devastating epidemic. The World
Health Organization (WHO) declared
Zika virus
infection as a
Public Health
Emergency
of International Concern
(PHEIC). This
has triggered
a massive
international
RAAD
response not
SHAKIR
only in the
Americas, but
also across the
world. Cases of Zika virus infection are
being reported in the thousands across
the northern parts of South and Central
America. To date, the WHO reports the
infection to be present in 62 countries
between 2007 and 2016. The transmission
is not only reported in Latin America,
but in Cape Verde, and recently Vietnam
reported mosquito-borne Zika virus
infection.
The issue is compounded by the fact
that the symptoms of the Zika virus
infection are mild, and none disabling.
However, the neurological complications
are most serious. Zika virus infection is
described as the most devastating viral
infection during pregnancy. The reported
microcephaly is most serious, and we
have no idea what the future holds for
those babies born to mothers without
obvious microcephaly. One can reasonably conclude that the reported Zika
virus isolated from post mortem cases of
invasion of brain and spinal cord suggests
that we may be facing a future group of
affected children with many neurological
complications of as yet unknown nature.
The second neurological condition
which has increased in those affected
with Zika virus infection is Guillain-Barre
syndrome. This, in a way, is expected following a viral infection. The seriousness
of the condition is made much worse by
the lack of local availability of supportive
treatment. Generally, at least a fifth of
GBS patients may require respiratory
support, which is compounded with lack
of availability of IV immunoglobulin.
The cost of both modalities is prohibitive. In some parts of Latin America, the
use of plasma exchange is the way GBS
is treated rather than IV immunoglobulin. Even with this, many locations in
affected areas do not have the facilities
or the training to use plasma exchange
machines. This puts lives at risk.
One has to remember that the diagnosis and management of GBS requires
neurological expertise, which is scarce

to say the least. It would be reasonable
to state that the 1 in 20 mortality rate
reported in the developed world will be
much higher for those affected by GBS in
the current Zika virus affected areas.
All this prompted the WFN to
mount a concerted effort to tackle the
problem. The WFN Zika Virus Working Group was formed, and the committee is chaired by John England, MD,
New Orleans. The membership includes
experts in child neurology and GBS,
with neurologists from the most affected
countries in South and Central America.
See more at www.wfneurology.org/
committees?tab=16016
The WFN is also an active contributor
to the WHO committee on Zika. This
committee met in Geneva, and according to Dr. England’s executive summary,
“Collaborative interdisciplinary research
on Zika infection and its neurological
complications is already being organized,
but funding is severely lacking at this
time. As an important first step to enhance research collaboration and provide
for transparent data sharing, the Neurovirus Emerging in the Americas Study
(NEAS), www.neasstudy.org/en/home/,
is being organized and is supported by
an approved Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions IRB protocol. Researchers are
encouraged to visit the NEAS website for
additional information. The situation is
rapidly evolving; therefore, all information is subject to modification as we learn
more about this emerging crisis.”
The WHO situation report on April
7, 2016 concludes “The global prevention and control strategy launched by the
World Health Organization (WHO) as a
Strategic Response Framework encompasses surveillance, response activities,
and research. This situation report is
organized under those headings.”
The WFN Zika virus committee met
on Monday, April 18th in Vancouver during the 68th AAN meeting to further discuss the issues. The following questions
were put to the experts for a response.
1. Do we have a diagnostic ELISA test or
the like, for quick diagnosis?
2. Can individuals have the neurological
complications without exhibiting the
febrile illness, and if so how can we be
sure of diagnosis?
3. Do we know the spectrum of all the
fetal neurological deficits?
4. How long is the period of viral humanto-human infectivity after the Zika
virus infection illness?
5. Do we have a registry of morbidity
and mortality related to GBS resulting
from Zika virus infection?
6. It is important to understand whether
the variant of GBS associated with
see PRESIDENT'S COLUMN, page 12

Legend Fig 1 Neurology Atlas 2015. Editor’s note: The data in the Neurology Atlas figure are a
draft and the definitive data may be different when the final WHO version is produced.

Figure 2- left to right, Dr. Iledefonso Rodriguez Leyva, Dr. Karina Velez Jimenez, Professor
Raad Shakir, Dr. Minerva Lopez, Dr. Steven L. Lewis, during the WFN visit to neurology
training programs in Mexico City.

Meeting of the WFN with some of the members of the Zika Working Group at the American
Academy of Neurology Annual Meeting April 18 in Vancouver. From left to right: Raad Shakir,
MD; David Bearden MD; Ildefonso Rodriguez-Leyva, MD; Miguel Osorno Guerra, MD; Minerva
Lopez Ruiz, MD; Karina Velez Jimenez, MD; Allen Aksamit, MD; and Russell Bartt, MD; Also
participating in the meeting, but not in the photo, were William Carroll, MD, Wolfgang Grisold,
MD, Steven Lewis, MD, and Marco T. Medina, MD.
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Training in Neurology – A Future Regular Column in World Neurology
BY WOLFGANG GRISOLD, MD, WALTER
STRUHAL, MD, AND STEVEN L. LEWIS, MD

W

orld Neurology is planning a
column in each issue devoted to
neurological education. This new
feature will help promote educational
concepts and also will serve as a platform
for new educational ideas and structures.
Neurologic education and education research are of crucial interest to
promote high quality neurologic care
throughout the world, and is one of the
critical roles of the World Federation of
Neurology (WFN).
For example, within the current issue
and the previous issue, World Neurology
has covered “training stories”— individual experiences reflecting an exchange
program or a national curriculum. These
and similar articles are important contributions for our global readers.
In future issues, we plan to implement
a regular column on neurologic education and educational concepts and ideas.
We encourage submissions on educational topics, including but not limited to
the following:
• Post-graduate neurologic education

World Neurology is encouraging submissions on a variety of topics related to neurologic
education, including, but not limited, to education of neurologic trainees, continuing
education, and education of the public. Clockwise top, from left to right. Figure 1 shows
neurologists in training in Vienna, Austria, figure 2 shows neurologists attending a continuing
neurologic education symposium in Almaty, Kazakhstan in August 2015, and figure 3 shows
Patient Day at the World Congress of Neurology in Santiago Chile, October 31, 2015.

• Continuing medical education
• Quality assurance on a national or
international level
• Assessment techniques
• International harmonization of training
projects
• Advocacy activities to promote
neurologic education nationally or
internationally
• Patient education
• Caregiver education
• Public education
World Neurology encourages the
submission of short articles with a maximum of 750 words, a short summary, a
maximum up to five key references, and
up to one figure and one table.
World Neurology appears six times a
year, is free, and reaches approximately
18,000 readers. Your contribution will
have an impact worldwide.
Wolfgang Grisold, Walter Struhal,
and Steven L. Lewis will edit this new
initiative. We look forward to reviewing
your submissions. Submissions should
be sent to traininginneurology@
wfneurology.org. •

BOOK REVIEW

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, 4th Edition
Alan EH Emery, Francesco Muntoni, and
Rosaline Quinlivan
Oxford University Press
271 Pages
BY JOHN F. BRANDSEMA, MD

I

n the preface of their 4th edition,
the authors recall the necessity of
a second edition being published
only a year after their first in 1987,
due to the isolation and cloning of the
dystrophin gene and the identification
of its protein
product. The
subsequent
25 years
have seen an
explosion of
research in
both basic
science and
clinical
medicine
John F. Brandsema, MD
regarding the
biochemical
underpinnings and the clinical management of
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD),
a broad field that is expertly and
concisely summarized in the current
edition.
This trim (roughly 270 pages plus
references) and well-written textbook
by a highly respected group of neuromuscular clinicians in England is a pleasure to read. The flow is excellent, with

little of the repetitiveness or ambiguity
of thought that can occur in multi-author
endeavors. There is a fascinating exploration of the history of DMD, from the
first depictions of what is believed to be
muscular dystrophy in Ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphics to acknowledgement by the
authors of prominent contemporaries
in the field today. Complex concepts and
topics regarding the biochemistry and genetics of DMD are conveyed in a concise
and clear manner, with supportive data
largely drawn from the vast clinical experience of the authors themselves.
There were very few aspects of the
book that disappointed me as a reader
who specializes in care of pediatric neuromuscular disorders, and none were overly
striking. While all figures are interpretable regarding what they are meant to
illustrate, many of the pathology figures
in particular would be much better appreciated in color rather than the black and
white version in the text. A color section
of the text or an online color supplement would greatly augment the reader’s
appreciation of the beautiful examples
selected for presentation regarding the pathology of DMD. The recommendation
to perform muscle biopsy in every patient
for direct dystrophin studies, in addition to molecular genetics, is somewhat
strongly worded for the current practice
of most of today’s neuromuscular clinics.
However, the authors do temper this by
emphasizing in other sections of the text

the particular populations where this
can be especially useful, such as a young
patient with an identified dystrophin
gene mutation which has previously been
reported as having variable phenotypic
expressions. It is also easily appreciated
that the multi-systemic management
issues in older Duchenne patients are
complex: in the text, topics such as spinal
surgery and cardiopulmonary management are dealt with rather briefly, in
contrast to the more extensive discussion
of musculoskeletal management of the
ambulant child with DMD, for example.
These are all minor points, and none was
jarring enough to detract from the book’s
many admirable qualities.
Overall, this book is impressive in its
scope. The timeliness of any textbook
suffers somewhat from the time delay
related to its publication schedule, but
the discussion of therapeutic trials in
this text, addressing both genotypic and
phenotypic modification of DMD, nicely
introduces most of the concepts still
actively being studied today. Another
particular strength is the unblinkingly
honest and insightful discussion of sensitive topics, such as disclosing a diagnosis
of DMD, and psychological problems in
boys with DMD and their families. These
aspects of DMD management are essential to excellent care, but are less often
addressed in scientific publications about
DMD.
In summary, I strongly recommend

this book as a natural addition to the
library of any clinician who specializes
in treating neuromuscular disorders,
and it would be of interest to anyone
who may encounter patients with
DMD in their practice, including physical/occupational therapists, nurses,
genetic counselors, social workers,
dietitians, neurologists, physiatrists, geneticists, cardiologists, pulmonologists,
orthopedists, and more. As the field of
research related to DMD continues to
evolve at a rapid pace, hopefully another edition will soon update discoveries
and advances. •
John F. Brandsema, MD, is attending physician, neuromuscular/general neurology and
electromyography, The Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia, and assistant professor of
neurology, Perelman School of Medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.
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IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME:

Can We Finally Have a Pan American Neurology?
J.EDUARDO SAN ESTEBAN, MD

F

rom Oct. 29 to Nov. 3, 2016,
Cancun, Mexico, will host the 14th
Pan American Congress of Neurology. This will be the second time for the
Pan American Congress to be held in
this country.
Mexico hosted
the fourth
Pan American
Congress in
1975. There
have been more
than 50 years
of Pan American neurology
meetings and
J.Eduardo San Esteban,
maybe the
MD
time has come
to question
ourselves as to whether we have made
some progress in this continent in building a real Pan American Neurology and
more important, how prepared we are
to develop an alliance to help each other
in the pursuit of improved care of our
patients with neurological illness.
The American continent, with a population of around one billion is marked
by inequality in human development.
We also have a diversity of geographic,
economic, political, and cultural systems.
And, of course, we also have different
health systems to provide care to an ever
more demanding population. The obvious differences between the countries
north and south of the Rio Grande have
provided the grounds for a multinational
effort to increase our cooperation. There
are social and economic treaties, cultural
and professional agreements, some of
them with better results than others, but
all of them with the idea of finding an
improved quality of life. The cooperation among the Latin American states
has been also prolific. Despite some differences, our similarities have prevailed,
and in multiple examples we can see the
results of intelligent and generous collaborations.
Neurological disease has increased
its burden over the world population.
Naturally, the Pan American community is no exception. There are some
particular situations in different areas—
infectious and parasitic disease are still
everyday events in some areas, malnutrition and metabolic in others, children
with sequelae of difficult pregnancies
and deliveries are prevalent in some communities, but the frequent pathologies of
the nervous system are similar in all of
our countries. Cerebrovascular disease,
epilepsy, neurodegenerative disease, developmental difficulties, headaches, and
behavioral syndromes have a very similar
prevalence. Increases in communication
and migration have also contributed
to provide a more universal panorama
of illness. And, of course the appear-

ance of new threats
like Zika virus has
swiftly become a
multinational preoccupation.
The neurological
community has an
ideal opportunity
to play a significant
part in this continental effort. The southern countries have a
common language,
a very similar cultural background,
and a rather equal
social, ethnic, and
developmental history. We also have a
significant increase
in technology and
communications
that have made distances shorter and
real-time interaction
an everyday occurrence. The northern countries have
developed scientific
and technological
strength that keep them in the frontier
of new knowledge. The advance of
educational technological facilities have
made teleconferences, telemedicine,
online courses, and consultations an
everyday event.
The question is: Can we, the neurologists of the American continent, build a
professional, scientific, social, and educational alliance to help with the possibilities of improving the care of neurological patients around the continent?
What should we do and what can we
do to achieve a situation of true and universal cooperation? A north, south, east,
and west alliance can be a reality in the
fields of education, epidemiology, interchange of information, online consultations, collaborative studies, and so on.
No doubt, the area of neurological
education seems the immediate possible
goal. There are already multiple programs ongoing. The traditional journey
of Latin American professionals to the
United States and Canada for an update
in the state-of-the-art of neurology, and
programs for the neurological subspecialties are a common-day reality. But the
extent of these educational efforts hardly
meets the needs of a large population of
specialists who do not have the opportunities to travel. Well-planned alliances
between countries could help to reduce
these gaps. Online education is a useful
tool. Teleconferences and meetings,
and the distribution of information in
accordance with a well-planned program that avoids commercialization of
information, are all possible ways of
collaboration.

Mark Your
Calendars

2016

9th World Congress for
Neurorehabilitation
May 10-13, 2016
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

2nd Congress of the European
Academy of Neurology
May 28-31, 2016
Copenhagen, Denmark

5th International Conference —
Advances in Clinical
Neuroimmunology
June 17-18, 2016
Warsaw, Poland

14th International Congress of
Neuromuscular Diseases (ICNMD
2016)
July 5-9, 2016
Toronto, Canada

The production of human resources
for neurological care is another area
where alliances can prove beneficial.
Based in carefully performed studies
that provide information about needs, a
combined program of online and onsite
education can help to reduce the lack
of the most needed professional and
technical resources. Even at the level of
pre-graduate students, a multinational
effort could address the needs of medical
schools for a more complete neurological education. Education of first-contact
physicians, family and general practitioners, and even paramedical personnel
that provide attention in remote areas
can be tackled by such an alliance.
Time is short. Population growth is
fast, and new challenges wait for us everyday. Maybe the time has come to stop
the search for the lost time and start a
true alliance of Pan American countries
to improve the health of our people who
ail from neurological diseases. Maybe, as
multinational independent professionals,
with no other aims but to help our patients, we can put forth a special effort to
develop such an alliance. Maybe we can
have a continental Pan American neurology that can help bring the benefits of
science, knowledge, and technology to a
large population of patients who do not
currently have opportunities to enjoy the
same care as others. There are more than
30 countries in our continents united by
geographical chance, but with the need
to be united by more than that.
The forthcoming Pan American
Congress in Cancun could be an
opportunity to talk about these themes
and ideas, and perhaps come up with an

21st Meeting of the International
Society for the History of the
Neurosciences
July 11-16, 2016
Maastricht, Netherlands

Asia Pacific Stroke Conference 2016
Asia Pacific Stroke Organisation
(APSO) & the Stroke Society of
Australasia (SSA)
July 14-17, 2016
Brisbane, Australia

6th International Conference on
Transcranial Brain Stimulation 2016
September 7-10, 2016
Göttingen, Germany

12th European Congress on
Epileptology (ECE)
September 11-15, 2016
Prague, Czech Republic

5th European Headache and Migraine
Trust International Congress
Sept. 15-18, 2016
Glasgow, United Kingdom

incipient program to help us make up
the lost time. •
J.Eduardo San Esteban, MD is the educational
coordinator and former president of the Mexican
Academy of Neurology, and director of education of the Neurology Center, American British
Cowdray Hospital, Mexico City.
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WFN and the Canadian Neurological Society
Announce a New Department Visit Program
MORRIS FREEDMAN, MD, FRCPC;
GUY ROULEAU, MD, PHD, FRCPC, OQ;
WOLFGANG GRISOLD, MD; COLIN CHALK, MD,
CM, FRCPC; JEANNETEITELBAUM, MD, FRCPC;
AND DAN MORIN

T

he World Federation of Neurology
(WFN) Department Visit Program
was initially developed in support
of the WFN’s Africa Initiative to provide
educational opportunities for young
neurologists living in Africa. The success
of the program is exemplified by the
participation of Turkey, Austria, and Norway, which have served as host countries
to African neurologists and have provided
funding for the visits.
At the World Congress of Neurology
in Chile last year, Dr. Raad Shakir, president of the WFN, suggested to Dr. Morris Freedman, newly elected WFN trustee
from Canada, that the Department Visit
Program be expanded to include Canada
as a host country. The proposed goal was
to support the Central and South America Initiative Network. Canada welcomed
Dr. Shakir’s suggestion as an opportunity
to contribute to the international education of neurologists.
Dr. Guy Rouleau, director of the
Montreal Neurological Institute and
newly appointed Canadian delegate to
the WFN, along with Dr. Colin Chalk,
president of the Canadian Neurological
Society, Dr. Jeanne Teitelbaum, president
of the Canadian Neurological Sciences
Federation, the umbrella organization of
which the Canadian Neurological Society
is a member, and Dan Morin, CEO of
the Canadian Neurological Sciences
Federation, all enthusiastically endorsed
the concept of the Department Visits.
Shortly afterwards, with the guidance and
assistance of WFN Secretary General Dr.
Wolfgang Grisold, and WFN Education
Committee Chair and Co-Opted Trustee,

The Montreal Neurological Institute,
founded in 1934 by renowned neurosurgeon
Dr. Wilder Penfield, is the largest specialized
neuroscience research and clinical center in
Canada, and one of the largest in the world.

Morris Freedman, MD,
FRCPC

Guy Rouleau, MD, PhD,
FRCPC, OQ

Wolfgang Grisold

Colin Chalk, MD, CM,
FRCPC

Jeanne Teitelbaum,
MD, FRCPC

Dan Morin, CEO

Dr. Steven Lewis, the joint WFN-Canada
Department Visit Program was launched
with a formal announcement and call for
applications in early March 2016.
Under Dr. Guy Rouleau’s supervision, the Montreal Neurological Institute
will be the host site for the first Department Visit to Canada. The Montreal
Neurological Institute was founded in
1934 by Dr. Wilder Penfield and has become the largest specialized neuroscience
complex in Canada. Among its specialized clinics are those for movement
disorders, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis,
muscle diseases, pain, brain tumors, and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Last year,
it received more than 42,000 ambulatory
patient visits. More than 28,000 diagnostic tests were carried out, and neurosur-

geons performed some 1,800 procedures.
The Montreal Neurological Institute
has long been a leader in the training of
neurologists and neurosurgeons, and it is
the principal site of McGill University’s
Integrated Program in Neuroscience, the
largest graduate neuroscience program in
North America. Always at the forefront
of innovation, the Montreal Neurological
Institute has been the gateway to Canada
for technologies such as encephalography (EEG), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), positron emission tomography
(PET), and computer-assisted tomography (CT). More information about the
Montreal Neurological Institute can be
found at www.mcgill.ca/neuro/about.
The Canadian Neurological Society
will be the host society of this Department Visit program.
The Canadian
Neurological Society
was established in
1948 as an organization of neurologists
and neurosurgeons.
In 1965, the original
Canadian Neurological Society was dissolved and two new
societies were created
to represent the two
distinct groups, i.e.,
the modern day Canadian Neurological
Society and the Canadian Neurosurgical
Society. The mission
of the
Pioneering research and treatment of epilepsy at the Montreal
Canadian NeurologiNeurological Institute, the “Montreal Procedure,” a surgical
cal Society
treatment for epilepsy developed by Dr. Penfield and colleagues,
is used all over the world.
is to enhance the care

of patients with diseases of the nervous
system through education, advocacy, and
improved methods of diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation. The Canadian
Neurological Society and the Canadian
Neurosurgical Society, along with the
Canadian Association of Child Neurology and the Canadian Society of Clinical
Neurophysiologists, are all member
societies of the Canadian Neurological
Sciences Federation. More information
about the Canadian Neurological Society
and the Canadian Neurological Sciences
Federation can be found at www.cnsfederation.org/
The Montreal Neurological Institute
and the Canadian Neurological Society
will host two neurology trainees or
junior faculty who are within five years
of certification in neurology to visit
the Montreal Neurological Institute for
four weeks. To qualify, applicants must
be residents of a country in Central or
South America. The focus for the visiting
neurologists and neurology trainees will
be to experience the Canadian neurological system in an international environment, meet new colleagues, and foster
future cooperation.
Support will be provided for travel expenses, accommodation, living expenses,
and cost of health insurance during the
stay in Canada.
The evaluation committee consists
of two representatives from each of the
following: the Canadian Neurological
Society, the WFN Education Committee, and the Central and South America
Initiative Network.
The initial department visit will take
place during late 2016 or 2017, and applications will be accepted until May 30,
2016. More information can be found
at www.wfneurology.org/wfn-mni-cnsmontreal-department-visit-programme. •
Morris Freedman is a WFN trustee, and is with
the department of medicine, division of neurology,
Baycrest Health Sciences, Mt. Sinai Hospital, and
University of Toronto; Sam and Ida Ross Memory
Clinic Baycrest; Rotman Research Institute, Baycrest, Toronto, Canada.
Guy Rouleau is with the Montreal Neurological Institute, department of neurology and neurosurgery,
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Wolfgang Grisold is WFN co-chair of the Education Committee and secretary general, and is with
the department of neurology, Kaiser Franz Josef
Hospital of Vienna, Austria; Medical University of
Vienna, Austria.
Colin Chalk is with the department of neurology
and neurosurgery, McGill University, Montreal,
Canada.
Jeanne Teitelbaum is with the department of neurology, McGill University, department of medicine
and neurology, Université de Montréal, Montreal,
Quebec.
Dan Morin is CEO, Canadian Neurological
Sciences Federation.
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Editor’s Update and Selected Articles from
the Journal of the Neurological Sciences

BY JOHN D. ENGLAND, MD

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, JOURNAL OF THE

NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES

O

n February 1, 2016, the World
Health Organization (WHO) declared that the Zika outbreak in the
Americas is a Public Health Emergency
of International Concern (PHEIC). This
recommendation was based upon the
growing
concern that
Zika virus
infection is
linked to
the increasing number
of cases of
neonatal
microcephaly
and other
neurological
John D. England
conditions such
as Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS). As
of April 6, 2016, the Zika virus has been
reported in 62 countries or territories,
and is circulating in 39 of them. Of great
concern is the fact that the geographical distribution of the virus has steadily
and rapidly expanded. Since Zika virus is
transmitted to humans by Aedes mosquitoes, there is great concern that the virus
outbreak will continue to spread to other
countries and territories. Although most
people who are infected with Zika virus
appear to have few symptoms, the latest
evidence suggests a clear association of
the virus with a congenital syndrome of
brain malformation/microcephaly, and
an increased incidence of GBS and other
neurological conditions (e.g., myelitis
and meningoencephalitis). The Zika virus congenital syndrome (microcephaly)
has been seen in French Polynesia and
especially in Brazil, where several thousand cases have been reported. Thirteen
countries or territories have reported
an increase in the incidence of GBS in
conjunction with the wave of Zika virus
outbreak. Assessment of this growing
body of information has led the WHO
to conclude that Zika virus is a cause of
microcephaly and GBS. WHO has called
for a coordinated global response to help
affected countries and health care providers deal with the crisis. Management of
the complications of Zika virus infection
is already straining health care systems
in affected regions, and there is a serious
lack of financial resources available.
WHO has convened several meetings to address the Zika virus epidemic.
Several WHO peer-reviewed guidelines
have been generated. WHO is posting
these guidelines and is providing frequent
updates about the Zika virus situation
on its website. WHO provides the most
comprehensive global information on

Zika virus, and I encourage everyone to
visit the WHO website, www.who.int/
en/ for the most current information.
The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) is also working with WHO
to provide informational resources
and support for this crisis. Of course,
increased surveillance, enhanced vector
(mosquito) control measures, development of reliable diagnostic tests, and
vaccine development are priorities.
Collaborative interdisciplinary research on Zika infection and its neurological complications is already being
organized, but funding is severely lacking
at this time. As an important first step
to enhance research collaboration and
provide for transparent data sharing, the
Neurovirus Emerging in the Americas
Study (NEAS) (www.neasstudy.org/en/
home/) is being organized and is supported by an approved Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions IRB protocol.
Researchers are encouraged to visit the
NEAS website for additional information. The situation is rapidly evolving;
therefore, all information is subject to
modification as we learn more about this
emerging crisis.
Since the Journal of the Neurological
Sciences represents the World Federation
of Neurology, I encourage clinicians and
investigators to provide us with the newest information available on this evolving
crisis.
Of course, new and interesting information about other neurological diseases
is always published in our journal, and
in this and the previous issue we have
selected new “free-access” articles for our
readership.
1) Kyum-Yil Kwon, et al provide data
on a retrospective study comparing 28 patients with classic essential
tremor (ET) and 24 patients with
typical Parkinson’s disease-tremor
dominant type (PD-TDT). Although
there was some overlap in motor and
non-motor symptoms, the authors
found certain specific features which
helped to distinguish ET from PDTDT. ET presented with relatively
symmetric tremor, whereas PD-TDT
presented with asymmetric tremor.
Leg tremor was seen only in patients
with PD-TDT, and this was the most
specific tremor sign to differentiate
the two groups. Interestingly, the
presence of head tremor did not
differentiate between the groups.
Patients with PD-TDT exhibited
more frequent non-motor symptoms
compared to patients with ET. The
most common non-motor symptoms
experienced by the patients with
PD-TDT were hyposmia, ortho-

static dizziness, REM sleep behavior
disorder (RBD), urinary frequency, and
memory disturbance. The authors
concluded that evaluation of both
motor and non-motor symptoms/
signs is necessary to distinguish ET
and PD-TDT. Kyum-Yil Kwon, Hye Mi
Lee, Seon-Min Lee, Sung Hoon Kang,
Seong-Beom Koh, Comparison of motor and non-motor features between
essential tremor and tremor dominant
Parkinson’s disease, J. Neurol. Sci. 361
(2016) 34-38. www.jns-journal.com/
article/S0022-510X(15)30082-4/fulltext
2) Ari Shemesh, David Arkadir and Marc
Gotkine reviewed the clinical characteristics of 346 patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). They
found that finger flexion was relatively
preserved when compared to finger
extension. In many patients with ALS,
finger flexion was only mildly affected
when finger extension was severely
affected or even paralyzed. Along
with the well-known “split hand” sign
(ie, preferential involvement of lateral
intrinsic hand muscles), the authors
have described another useful clinical
clue which suggests the possibility
of ALS.Ari Shemesh, David Arkadir,
Marc Gotkine, Relative preservation
of finger flexion in amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, J. Neurol. Sci. 361 (2016) 128130. www.jns-journal.com/article/
S0022-510X(15)30095-2/fulltext
3) Oscar H. Del Brutto and Hector H.
Garcia provide an excellent review on
the history of human Taenia solium
(the pork tapeworm) cysticercosis.
Neurocysticercosis is a major cause

of seizures and neurological disability
throughout the world, and this article
succinctly reviews how our understanding of this disease has evolved.
O.H. Del Brutto, H.H. Garcia, Taenia
solium cysticercosis-The lessons of history, J.Neurol.Sci. 359 (2015) 392-395.
4) Rachel Ventura, Laura Balcer, Steven
Galetta, and Janet Rucker from New
York University School of Medicine
provide an overview of eye movement
abnormalities that can occur with
concussion. Sports concussions are
increasingly recognized as a serious
problem with potential long-lasting
neurological sequelae. As such, there is
a great need to understand concussion
and to develop sensitive tests to identify and evaluate patients with concussion. Since ocular motor function is
controlled by diffuse and multiple
areas of the brain, neuro-ophthalmologic tests can provide a sensitive
means of assessing brain dysfunction.
The King-Devick test, which measures
visual performance, is already being
used on the sidelines to assess concussion. In this paper, the authors explain
how eye movements are compromised
by concussion, and how ocular motor
assessment tasks can be used to monitor patients. R.E. Ventura, L.J. Balcer,
S.I. Galetta, J.C. Rucker, Ocular motor
assessment in concussion: Current
status and future directions, J. Neurol.
Sci. 361 (2016) 79-86. •

John D. England, MD, is editor-in-chief of the
Journal of the Neurological Sciences.
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Overcoming Untreated Epilepsy in the
Developing World: the Way Forward
MAMTA BHUSHAN SINGH, MD, AND
MICHAEL F. FINKEL, MD

T

he medical world thinks of the
developed and developing societies in
terms of
diagnostic
and treatment
differences.
However, there
are realities that
are common
to both spheres
concerning
most medical
conditions.
As a medical Mamta Bhushan Singh,
MD
student, one
would read of common disorders that
were not being treated. Epilepsy was a
striking example. In many rural Indian
communities, up to 90 epilepsy patients
out of every 100 were not getting treatment. In bureaucratese, this was a treatment gap of 90 percent.
The treatment of epilepsy has since
evolved. Over two-dozen antiepileptic
drugs are currently available.
Many drugs
are off patent
and generically
manufactured,
and available in
India and other
developing
nations at reasonable prices.
Michael F. Finkel, MD
But the epilepsy
treatment gap
of up to 90 percent still exists in many
rural Indian communities! So, why has
nothing changed for the lot of millions of
epilepsy patients?
Let us humanize the numbers. By using calculations from an often-quoted epilepsy prevalence figure of 1 percent of the
population, at least 12 million Indians are
struggling with epilepsy.1 Large prevalence
studies are unavailable, and many experts
agree that this number is more likely to be
closer to 15 million or even higher. This
implies that more than 10 million epilepsy
patients in India are untreated. Extrapolating worldwide, there are more than
50 million epilepsy patients and at least
40 million of these reside in developing
countries. The estimate is that 75 percent
of patients in developing countries are outside the domain of any kind of effective
treatment. This implies at least 30 million
untreated persons.
Ironically, epilepsy is one of the
relatively easily controllable neurological
diseases.
What is life like with untreated epilepsy? Most persons with epilepsy who do

not have any other neurological illness are
essentially normal at all times other than
during their seizures. A seizure generally lasts for a few minutes during which,
amongst other things, the person is unaware of his or her surroundings, and after
which the person may remain confused for
a variable amount of time or may sleep off
the effects. In either case, the individual is
back to normal within a few hours, often
without even requiring a trip to the doctor’s clinic or the emergency room.
Then what is the great problem about
having untreated active epilepsy with an
occasional seizure? Imagine having brief
episodes of unawareness just once or
twice in a month, in six months or even in
a year, but not knowing when these would
happen. So, you may be driving to work,
crossing the street, climbing a tree, in bed
with your partner, swimming in the pool,
or speaking mid-sentence in that all important meeting. Suddenly, out of the blue,
you start convulsing or just fidgeting with
your buttons or speaking in an unintelligible jargon or wet your clothes in full
public gaze. How would it feel to know
that you had done either of these, and
then have to go back to the same people in
front of whom this had happened? Well,
that is assuming that these people agree to
work or socialize with you after witnessing
a seizure.
The economic impact of untreated
epilepsy is formidable in all societies.
Many untreated epilepsy patients remain
unemployable, especially if local attitudes
consider it to be a contagious disease, a
mental illness, or a demonic possession.
Thus, they are removed as contributors to
the economy. Even if they are poor and
have minimum wage jobs, this still adds
up to a substantial amount of money loss
because of the millions affected.
There are other grave consequences
of untreated epilepsy. If the patient is of
school or college age, they are very likely
to have to drop out. This is either due to
their parents’ fear that their child may
be injured during a seizure, or on the
insistence of teachers. With limited scope
for education, landing a good job later in
life is subsequently reduced. The intrigue
and misinformation surrounding epilepsy
reduces social acceptance of patients. Any
relationship, including a stable marriage,
especially for women with epilepsy, is
unlikely. Abandonment of women with
epilepsy and their children from marital
relationships is common. Such women,
with little or no education, no skills and
sometimes also with small children to take
care of, are often left at the mercy of an
impoverished community.
So, is epilepsy difficult to treat? No. Epi-

a lack of organized, credible, and easily
lepsy is a relatively easy disease to treat in
accessible primary care throughout these
most patients. The diagnosis is clinical and
countries.
based upon eliciting a history of stereoHence, we have the current situation
typed episodes during which the patient
in these countries, where effective systems
may behave abnormally, have involuntary
are not in place. For example, even if an
movements or jerks, generally become
epilepsy patient in a rural area is aware
unaware of his surroundings and then
that visiting a doctor and getting the
recover in a short time. After the clinical
condition treated is possible, what can he
diagnosis, a couple of investigations—
do? To whom does he or she go? There is
EEG and brain imaging — may be done.
no easy track for one to follow. In India,
Investigations may help in deciding the
a hierarchy of health centers exists with
best anti-epileptic drug, in prognosticata scaling up in staff skill and numbers,
ing how long the treatment is likely to be
and improvement in facilities based upon
needed, and how responsive to treatment
the size of the population being served.
the patient’s epilepsy might be.
However, doctors and services are not reliHowever, even if investigations are not
ably available at these facilities. As a result,
available, as is the case in many developing
an epilepsy patient in a village can either
countries, most patients can still be started
spend an entire lifetime untreated and
on treatment based on clinical history
seizing, or, if he or she is feisty, may make
and examination alone. Treatment costs
a long and expensive journey to a big city
are not very high with generic medicafor treatment. No patient should have to
tions. For example, in India, patients who
do that. In India, there are about 638,000
are treated with one antiepileptic drug
villages with difficult access. Therein lies
spend about $2-$5 per month. Many other
the problem. Unless treatment is made
developing countries face severe shortages
available within a radius of about 25-50 kiof antiepileptic medication and also have
lometers of every small village and town,
to contend with high medication costs.
epilepsy patients and the nation’s economy
Along with starting antiepileptic drugs, it
will continue to suffer needlessly.
is necessary to educate and inform patients
Some epilepsy is also preventable.
at the first visit and at every subsequent
Millions of epilepsy patients in India and
opportunity, about their disease and it’s
worldwide have what is best described as
treatment. Without backing up drug treatment with education or “epilepsy literacy,”
see EPILEPSY, page 9
outcomes are unlikely to
be good. After starting
treatment, regular reviews
at least once or twice a year
are needed. Patients have
to continue treatment for
several years. At least 60-70
percent of epilepsy patients
will become seizure-free
on medication quite easily.
The remaining minority
have more difficult forms of
epilepsy and need further
evaluation and treatment at
a specialized epilepsy center.
Surgery may be an option
for some of these difficult
patients.
What are the main challenges? Despite the relative
simplicity of the process
of epilepsy diagnosis and
initiating treatment, millions
remain untreated in India
and the developing world.
To our minds, the biggest
hurdles are reliance on
specialist doctors who are
Untreated epilepsy with frequent generalized tonic-clonic
either entirely missing or
seizures results in serious injuries and burns. Patients may
extremely scarce and located lose sight, digits, or limb. The visible scars are further stigmatizing for patients who struggle with societal acceptance.
only in a few large metroPhoto credit: Priya Jain.
politan cities. This produces
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EPILEPSY
continued from page 8

“preventable epilepsy.” In other words,
their epilepsy should not have even happened in the first place. Tapeworms cause
epilepsy associated with neurocysticercosis. It reflects lack of access to clean food
and water, poor sanitation and hygiene,
and is an illustration of the public health
aspect of epilepsy. Accidents, including
frequent road traffic accidents, may lead
to head injury and posttraumatic epilepsy.
This form of epilepsy is notoriously difficult to treat and often requires surgery.
Birth injuries and hypoxic brain damage
are more likely to occur with unsupervised
childbirth at home. This practice is diminishing, but still prevalent in many rural
communities in the developing world.
Such babies may also have epilepsy in addition to cerebral palsy, mental subnormality, and behavioral abnormalities. Other
preventable epilepsies include epilepsy
associated with other brain infections, and
drug and alcohol abuse.
How can we overcome epilepsy? Clearly, what the medical community and governments have been doing so far has not
worked. The International League Against
Epilepsy celebrated its centenary in 2009.
The WHO has existed for seven decades.
Work has definitely been done and some
progress made. But it is too little and at a
very slow pace. Times have changed, and
many newer resources are available. The
need of the hour is a paradigm shift in all

NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY

aspects of epilepsy care.
We need to think about who will
shoulder the responsibility of caring for
epilepsy patients in communities where
there is a shortage of doctors and specialists. Can the epilepsy care workforce be
expanded beyond doctors? Can epilepsy
only be diagnosed by seating the patient
in front of a doctor in a hospital clinic
setting, or are there other viable, safe,
and acceptable options? Do patients have
to be transported to big city hospitals for
investigations or can this also be done in
heretofore-overlooked settings?2 Once
started on treatment, can regular patient
reviews only be done in clinics, or can
they be done remotely by telemedicine?
Untreated epilepsy can no longer be
considered just another medical condition.
It is a public health issue. Lives are being
impacted as adults become unemployable
and the caretaker is likewise reduced in
their workforce role.
If diagnosing and treating epilepsy
remains only an epileptologist’s, neurologist’s, or even a general physician’s
brief, then in developing countries like
India, untreated epilepsy will never go
away. Non-specialists such as paramedical
personnel, district health workers, and
nurse clinicians need to be trained and
enlisted to expand the epilepsy workforce.
Technology is now becoming available for
various aspects of epilepsy care and can be
pressed into action. Evidence is accruing
that epilepsy diagnosis by non-physicians
using a phone application is possible.3 This

20 faculties.
University Hospital of Ulm (RKU):
continued from page 2
The department of neurology, Univerconstitutes a further focus, and the
sity Hospital of Ulm (RKU), chaired
neurosonology lab is one of the few
by Professor Albert C. Ludolph, is a
DEGUM-certified labs in Germany.
maximum care hospital for neurology
Cerebrovascular diseases are treated
(tertiary referral) for 93 inpatients,
according to the latest state of mediincluding a certified supra-regional
stroke unit/intermediate care ward for
cine, including mechanical throm27 inpatients, plus additional beds in
bectomies. Furthermore, there is
an interdisciplinary intensive care unit
special expertise in the treatment of
and an additional
neurological rehabilitation clinic
The WFN was formed in Brussels in 1957
with all levels
of rehabilitaas an association of national neurological
tion care. The
societies. Today, the WFN represents 119
department of
neurology has
professional societies in 118 countries in
its own CSF-lab
all regions of the world.
and its own immune adsorption
unit. The clinic
has a dedicated
imaging facility with MRI (where
neurodegenerative disorders such as
neurologists are specifically trained)
Parkinson’s or Huntington’s disease.
and a state-of-the-art angiography unit
The Ruhr University Bochum
where mechanical thrombectomies
(RUB) was founded in 1962 as the
are performed. The outpatient clinic
first new public university in
includes multiple, highly specialized
Germany since 1945. Today, the
outpatient clinics (including those
RUB is one of the largest universities
for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
in Germany and harbors more than

can at least be used as a screening tool in
remote rural communities. Nurse-led epilepsy clinics may be considered.4 Diagnosing and starting treatment using mobile
rural outreach clinics and patient followup using the ubiquitous mobile phone are
all viable options that hold promise.5,6
Finally, unless efforts at diagnosing and
starting treatment are not accompanied
by concerted efforts of raising epilepsy
literacy amongst patients, caregivers, and
laypersons, success will remain elusive.
An Epilepsy Resolution approved by the
World Health Assembly on the May 26,
2015 is considered a historical landmark.
This resolution was overdue and now societies need to push hard to make it work.
Are countries really too poor to bargain
for generic drugs for their citizens? The
defense budget of India for 2015-16 is $40
billion, and even a 1 percent reduction in
this may be enough to treat the currently
untreated epilepsy patients for one year.
Reducing the country’s nuclear spend
marginally or even getting a sliver of funds
spent by the Board of Cricket Control in
India may be enough for funding epilepsy
treatment in untreated patients. Savings
can be achieved in developed countries
by allowing the treating personnel to use
the appropriate generics rather than the
cheapest ones, a common conundrum for
U.S. physicians, since the cheapest are not
always the most effective. This promotes
more seizures and more expenses related
to caring for the additional seizures and
related injuries. A statement has been

attributed to former Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice that the U.S. budget for
military bands is higher than that for the
U.S. State Department. Certainly these
funds can be diverted to effective treatments for uninsured U.S. citizens, rather
than to ceremony. Even where universal
health care exists, there are expenses that
can be cut to fund these physician-prescribed needed medications.•

Huntington´s disease, Parkinson´s
disease and other movement disorders, multiple sclerosis, dementias,
epilepsy, pain, brain tumors, etc.) and
a dedicated neurological clinical study
center. The main clinical and scientific
focus are motor neuron disorders/
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis for which
the department is one of the world´s
largest and most renowned centers.
The visit will take place in midOctober 2016.

Evaluation Committee:
Two representatives of the German
Neurological Society
Two representatives of the WFN
Education Committee
Two representatives from the African
Academy of Neurology

Details about support
The German Neurological Society
will provide the following support:
• Travel expenses: Country of
Residence — Germany —
Country of Residence
• Accommodations for four weeks
• Living expenses (food and beverage)
during the four weeks
• Costs of health insurance during the
stay in Germany

References
1.  www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs999/en/
2. www.bostonglobe.com/business/2015/05/21/
mobile-health-technology-helps-tackle-epilepsy
bhutan/c6vmO7XOznyDegIa4BYSAM/story.html
3. Patterson V. Singh M. Rajbhandari H.
Vishnubhatla S. Validation of a phone app for
epilepsy diagnosis in India and Nepal. Seizure
30, 2015, 46–49
4. Paul P. Agarwal M. Bhatia R. Vishnubhatla
S. Singh MB: Nurse-led epilepsy follow-up
clinic in India: is it feasible and acceptable to
patients? A pilot study. Seizure; 2014;23(1):
74-6
5. Bigelow J. Singh V. Singh M. Medication
adherence in patients with epilepsy after a
single neurologist visit in rural India. Epilepsy
Behav. 2013 Nov;29(2):412-5
Mamta Bhushan Singh, MD, DM is an additional
professor, department of neurology, All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi,
India. Michael Finkel is a retired neurologist,
and a member of the AAN, Child Neurology Society,
ENS, EFNS, and BMA. He is a fellow of the AAN.

Deadline for application:
To apply, applicants must email their
CV, a supporting statement, and a
letter of recommendation from their
head of department by May 30, 2016 to
the WFN Education Coordinator, Ella
Nkanagu, enkanagu@kenes.com.
For any questions regarding your
application, or to apply, please contact
the administrative office of the WFN
Education Committee at +41 22 908
0164 or enkanagu@kenes.com. •
Ralf Gold, MD, is professor and chair,
department of neurology, Ruhr University,
Bochum, Germany; Wolfgang Grisold, MD, is

Criteria for applications:
• The applicant must be a resident
of a country in a low or lower,
middle-income country in the
African continent
• The applicant must have been
born after December 12, 1975

WFN secretary general and a professor in the
department of neurology, Kaiser Franz Josef
Hospital of Vienna, Austria; Albert Ludolph,
MD, is chairman, department of neurology,
University of Ulm, Germany; and Thomas
Thiekötter, MD, is CEO, German Neurological
Society, Berlin.
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John Sutherland and Multiple
Sclerosis in Scotland and Australia
O

M. J. EADIE, BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

ver several centuries, those born
in Scotland have often left their
homeland because of the perceived
lack of opportunity, and then made successful lives in
other countries.
This behavior
was particularly
frequent during
the so-called
Highland clearances of the
18th and 19th
centuries. Scottish landowners
dispossessed
M. J. Eadie
their tenant
farmers who
had been engaged in small-scale agriculture for generations, to make land
available for more profitable sheep rearing. As one consequence, more people
of Scottish ancestry now live elsewhere
in the world than in Scotland itself. In
1956, there was a Highland clearance on
a micro scale, when lack of available consultant positions in the British National
Health Service resulted in a trained neurologist of Highlander origin emigrating
to Australia.
John Sutherland (Fig 1) was born
in Caithness, in the extreme northeast
of mainland Scotland, in 1919. He was
educated in Glasgow, and graduated in
medicine from the University of Glasgow
in 1943. After service in the wartime
Royal Navy, he returned to the Western
Infirmary, Glasgow, in 1946 as medical
registrar to Douglas Adams, a consultant
physician with neurological interests,
particularly concerning multiple sclerosis. Adams launched Sutherland into
clinical and laboratory research related to
the disease, resulting in the addition of
a research medical degree (Glasgow) to
Sutherland’s existing basic medical qualifications. After his appointment in Glasgow
ended, Sutherland went to Inverness, the
so-called “capital” of the Scottish highlands, in 1950, as senior medical registrar.
He remained there for five years, followed
by some months in a similar level position
in Aberdeen, a little further south on
the east coast of Scotland. In Inverness,
though without the formal title, he in effect functioned as neurological consultant
for the Scottish Highlands, the Hebridean
Islands off the northwest coast of the
country, and the Orkney and Shetland
Islands north of the mainland. From
Inverness he investigated a suspicion that
arose out of his multiple sclerosis clinical
studies in Glasgow, namely that there

might be an uneven distribution in the
occurrence of multiple sclerosis between
parts of Scotland.
Because of his close professional
relationships with medical practitioners
in the areas he serviced, he achieved a
high multiple sclerosis case ascertainment
rate and, after various field expeditions,
found that the prevalence of the disease
in the shaded areas of the map (Fig 2)
covered over in red was approximately
twice that in the remaining shaded parts.
He realized that the red areas were those
where the population was predominantly
of Nordic origin, a later-day result of
Viking invasions and settlement centuries
earlier. The remaining shaded areas had
populations largely of Gaelic lineage and
who still could understand and employ
the Gaelic language. Thus, he obtained
persuasive evidence, perhaps the earliest,
that genetic and racial factors might play
a role in the etiology of multiple sclerosis.
In the year that this study was published,1 Sutherland arrived in Australia to
take up an academic position in Brisbane,
the capital of the state of Queensland
that occupies most of the northeast
quarter of the continent (Fig 3). After
a few years, he commenced consultant
neurological practice in that city. In the
1950s, it was generally believed locally
that multiple sclerosis rarely occurred in
the northern half of Australia, and that
native-born Queenslanders never suffered
from it. Sutherland soon showed that
these ideas resulted from a local medical
unfamiliarity with the spectrum of clinical manifestations of the disorder, so that
it simply was not being recognized.
Knowing that multiple sclerosis
prevalence increased with increasing
distance from the equator in the northern
hemisphere, and because of his earlier investigation being alert to the possible relationship between geographical and racial
factors and disease distribution, Sutherland proceeded to investigate whether a
similar disease prevalence distribution in
relation to latitude existed in the southern
hemisphere. No adequate data were then
available. Australia was a peculiarly suitable site for investigating the matter. It
possessed a 3000 km -long north-to-south
dimension, a uniform and high standard
of medical practice throughout, main
population centers spaced reasonably
evenly along its eastern seaboard, and was
populated almost exclusively by those of
British and other European stock who
spoke English (though some of them may
have initially wondered if Sutherland also
did, until his broad Scotch accent gradually became somewhat attenuated).
see MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS, page 13

An outline map of Australia found among John Sutherland’s papers, with dotted latitude lines
added to it in his hand. The map includes names of the cities where he studied multiple
sclerosis prevalence, and the local prevalence figures per 100,000 of population he obtained,
have subsequently been inserted; the figures from his earlier survey in red, and from the later
one in purple.

John Sutherland’s map of Scotland. The shaded areas show where he investigated the
prevalence of multiple sclerosis, with the original version modified by coloring over in red
in the higher prevalence areas.
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Observership Report: WFN and Austrian
Neurological Society Department Visit Program

I

BY KALPESH DERAJI JIVAN, MD

was fortunate to receive funding to join
the neurology intensive care unit at
Innsbruck Medical University in Austria
as an observer for one month in October,
2015. There are no specialized neuro-ICUs
in South Africa, where I am from. In South
Africa’s public health care system, critical
care for patients with neurological illnesses
remains in the domain of our pulmonologists and anaesthetists. However, due to
lack of beds in the general ICU, patients
with critical neurological illness are often
overlooked for admission to the ICU,
and are unfortunately, left in the general
neurology ward to receive basic care. This
results not only in higher morbidity and
mortality rates, but a sense of despair
among the medical staff in not being able
to deliver the best treatment.
The neuro-ICU at Innsbruck Medical
University was set up in the early 1980s
with the principle aim of offering rigorous
neurological and neuro-rehabilitative support to acutely ill neurological patients.
The unit has developed into a world-leading neurological ICU with 10 ICU beds and
six step-down, high-care beds. The unit is
equipped with modern mechanical ventilators and multi-modality cardiovascular,
respiratory, and neurological monitoring. Their patient population includes
traumatic brain injury, subarachnoid and
intracerebal hemorrhage, severe ischemic
strokes, status epilepticus, neuromuscular
disorders, severe central nervous system
infections, brain tumors, encephalopathies
(metabolic/toxic/anoxic), etc.
The unit is run by Professor Erich
Schmutzhard and his team of neurological intensivists (Dr. Bettina Pfausler, Dr.
Ralmund Helbok, and Dr. Ronny Beer).
There are usually three to five junior doctors, including interns, medical officers,
and neurology and neurosurgery resident
doctors. There are approximately 60 ICU
trained nurses and a full complement of
allied medical personnel, including speech
therapists and physiotherapists. Its monitoring capabilities are similar to that of
other neurocritical care units and include
measurement of intracranial pressure,
cerebral perfusion pressure, brain tissue
oxygen saturation, cerebral microdialysis,
continuous electroencephalography, near
infrared spectroscopy, transcranial Doppler
and transesophageal echocardiography.
The team routinely performs placement of
central venous and arterial lines, continuous renal dialysis, and intravascular cooling
for prophylactic normothermia and therapeutic hypothermia. Apart from clinical
work, the department is very academic,
dishing out leading research publications
on a regular basis.
The morning starts off with a meeting
with the entire neurological department

From left to right, Kalpesh Deraji Jivan, MD, Bettina Pfausler, MD, and Ralmund Helbok, MD

(if not longer) for scans, whereas scans
discussing all neurological patients admitrequested at the Innsbruck neuro-ICU
ted in the past 24 hours and reviewing
were completed on the same day. One of
their scans. Frequently, this is followed by
the highlights was to follow patients with
an academic presentation. Thereafter, the
invasive intracerebral monitors (intracraneuro ICU team have a handover round,
nial pressure, brain tissue oxygen saturaduring which the doctor covering the ICU
tion, cerebral microdialysis, etc). It was
the previous night hands over the patients
interesting to see how this monitoring
to the day staff. Upon cessation of this
played a role
round, the
in daily manteam proceeds
of
with the
The neuro-ICU at Innsbruck Medical agement
these patients.
actual ward
This type of
round led by
University was set up in the early
monitoring
one of the
is not readily
consultants,
1980s with the principle aim of
available in
meticulously
the public
examining
offering rigorous neurological and
hospitals in
each and
South Africa.
every patient,
neuro-rehabilitative support to
Another
and deciding
highlight was
on the treatacutely ill neurological patients.
observing
ment plan
therapeutic
for the day.
hypothermia
Thereafter, I
being performed on a 72-year-old woman
would accompany the consultant to see
who developed cardiac arrest in a primary
any consults elsewhere in the hospital and
hospital. She recovered spontaneous circuobserve procedures finishing in the neurolation after CPR. She was flown by helicopICU.
ter to Innsbruck. Following the therapeutic
The experience was well above my
hypothermia and neurological intensive
expectations and gave me a wider undersupport, she woke up a few days later
standing of the management of neurologiwith no significant neurological deficit.
cal conditions in a first world setting and
Upon seeing patients with severe brain
how different (and occasionally how simipathologies recover, this visit has invigolar) it is to South Africa. I was impressed by
rated my enthusiasm in providing the best
the efficiency with which things get done
available care to my patients and not to
in the hospital. Due to limited resources
give up too easily when no other resources
available in the public hospitals in South
are available.
Africa, patients can wait up to two weeks
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social and economic well being of
older persons in the future. On the one
hand, health care authorities are deeply
concerned with the current status and
future trends of our growing population, but little has been done to handle
these growing needs.
The World Federation of Neurology has stepped forward to dedicate this
year’s World Brain Day to the aging
population and has chosen the motto:
"The aging brain." Our intention for
this World Brain Day is to increase
awareness about the treatment and
prevention of brain and neuromuscular
diseases affecting mostly elderly persons. The first step of prevention is to
improve concepts and means of brain
health also among the younger population in order to help prevent brain
disease later in life and to improve the
quality of life for older persons.
Disease prevention is the concept.
However, a much larger number of
individuals will be affected by diseases
of the brain and the neuromuscular
system which are not (yet) preventable.
Thus it is also the duty of society to
care for the elderly with progressed
neurological disease, and to provide
the framework for quality of life, dignity, and the necessary care.
In this group of patients, the focus
has to shift from the aspect of a curative condition, towards the inevitable
death of all individuals. The concept of
palliative care and hospice needs to be
implemented in the aging population
and in neurological care.

How Can we Improve Brain
Health and Prevent or Treat
Neurologic Diseases and Care
for Persons with Advanced Brain
Disease?
Stroke and vascular dementia are
among the most important neurological diseases affecting persons of higher
age. For these conditions, there are
preventable and modifiable risk factors.
Education, cognitive exercises, physical
activity, and nutrition are important
areas of intervention for prevention
and slowing down of cognitive decline.
Parkinson’s disease is a neurodegenerative disorder, but effective symptomatic
treatment is available.
Emotional health is as important
as cognitive health in elderly persons.
Quality of life and a lack of disability
can be associated with emotional well
being. Effective interventions are available for maintenance and promotion of
emotional health.
Despite prevention strategies, age
is a non-modifiable risk factor, just as
effects of degenerative and hereditary
diseases on the brain and the neuromuscular system. Supportive, palliative
care, and the hospice concept need to
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be integrated into the concept of neurological care in dealing with an aging
population.
WFN and National Societies
Activities

To raise awareness with respect to the
aging brain and neurologic diseases
in the elderly, the WFN is asking its
members to use this year‘s "Day of
the Brain" to advocate and campaign
in their country for these emerging
problems.
The WFN public awareness and
advocacy committee will prepare
publicity material for this campaign,
which includes logos, banner ads for
web sites, handbills, brochures, posters,
billboards, and presentations.
There will be a press conference. A
template press release will be prepared
and circulated to delegate societies.
They can be adapted for local use with
respect to national/regional data,
priorities, or by adding quotes from
national/regional experts.
The most important target of this
campaign is the public. We need to create simple messages in local languages
and promote them via print, electronic
and social media, billboards, banner,
events, etc.
Other important areas of intervention are health care authorities and
policy makers. Our campaign should
result in policy and priority shift at
the national or local level. We have to
plan targeted activities to facilitate this
outcome.
Another important area of intervention is awareness and training of
general practitioners, nurses, and
paramedical staff.
Involvement of the media is a must.
Celebrities or scientists could be a part
of this advocacy campaign.
Delegate societies are strongly
encouraged to organize awareness
activities that may include press conferences, media briefing sessions involving
local media, seminars, conferences,
public awareness sessions, presentations at local schools, colleges, universities, posters, essays, drawing competitions, and newspaper and magazine
articles.

Collaborators
As in the past, the WFN will work
with various health entities, and
professional and welfare organizations
to promote awareness for World Brain
Day.
The WFN is hoping for your
collaboration to improve the health
and future of patients with an aging
brain. Please follow our website,
www.worldneurologyonline.com,
and our social media.
If you have suggestions, or ideas
for World Brain Day 2017, please
do not hesitate to contact us at
wbd2016@wfneurology.org. •

NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES
continued from page 1

ALS Ice Bucket Challenge, the disease
remains a huge global health problem.
The Congress will address all aspects
from muscular dystrophies, other
myopathies, myasthenia gravis, polyneuropathies, spinal cord disorders, and
neurofibromatosis, to name just a few of
the major themes within the Congress.
The Congress will include updates on
understanding of the genetics, pathogenesis, evaluation, and treatment of
neuromuscular disorders.
The Scientific and Program Committee invited some of the world’s leading
experts in the field of neuromuscular
diseases, with the hope that at the end
of the Congress, attendees will have garnered the most up-to-date information
available in neuromuscular disorders.
The Congress is CME Accredited
from the University of Toronto. For the
total number of credits, please visit the
Congress website.
The Program and Scientific Committee has worked tirelessly to plan an
exemplary and intellectual program
to inspire, educate, and support those
individuals and organizations that fight
against neuromuscular diseases.
The Congress will unofficially start
on Tuesday, July 5 with a full day of
Teaching Courses. These courses will
be small classroom-sized sessions with
a focus on the practical applications and

PRESIDENT'S COLUMN
continued from page 3

Zika is different than other varieties
of GBS.
7. Is there a registry of cases of neurological Zika virus infection other
than GBS?
8. Any report on vaccine development?
9. Is Zika virus present in breast milk
and what is the risk to breast-fed
infants?
One can easily see that the brunt of
the neurological complications fall in
the child neurology world. The WFN is
working very closely with the International Child Neurology Association to
collaborate and come up with a joint
stance in combating this most devastating viral infection during pregnancy.
The ICNA is dedicating a session of its
forthcoming world congress to Zika
viral infection.
The division of mental health, substance abuse, and neurosciences in the
WHO is very keen on informing member states on the importance of neurological expertise in the fight against
Zika virus infection. This has brought
into focus the dire lack of neurologists
both for adults and children across the
world. The second edition of the Neurology Atlas jointly produced by the
WHO and the WFN has demonstrated

knowledge of specific topics.
An Opening Ceremony is scheduled for Tuesday evening, and from
Wednesday, July 6 to Saturday, July 9,
the Congress will host workshops that
offer multidisciplinary exploration of
focused topics related to neuromuscular
diseases.
There will be four exciting Plenary
Sessions that will feature experts in
their fields. Topics include genetics, hot
topics, muscular dystrophy, and motor
neuron disease.
Toronto is one of the most multicultural diverse cities in the world, where
more than 140 languages are spoken,
and microcosms of different cultures
are thriving in unique cohesion. Only a
short distance to world renowned attractions like Niagara Falls and the Canadian
wilderness, ICNMD 2016 promises to be
a highly rewarding meeting on a social
and intellectual basis.
For more details around the
scientific program, and registration,
please visit the Congress website at
http://icnmd2016.org. •
Vera Bril, MD, is president of the 14th International Congress on Neuromuscular Diseases
(ICNMD) 2016, professor of neurology, Krembil
Family chair in neurology, program medical director, Krembil Neuroscience Program, University
Health Network, head of neurology, University
Health Network, Mt. Sinai Hospital, deputy
physician-in-chief, finance, University Health
Network, Mt. Sinai Hospital, Toronto.

in its figures that the mean number of
neurologists per 100,000 people is 0.7
in the Americas, compared to 6.6 in
Europe (Fig1). The figures are more
poignant as the Pan American region
includes the U.S. and Canada. The
logical conclusion is that there is a vast
shortage in the areas affected by Zika
virus infection.
The WFN is collaborating with the
Canadian Neurological Society to join
the worldwide program for shortterm training of young neurologists
and in this case neurologists will be
chosen from Latin America for short
training periods in Canada. The WFN
has already had such a program with
four European countries for training
African Neurologists, and now the program is branching out to the Americas.
In March 2016, the neurology
training program in Mexico has been
inspected and accredited by the WFN,
and a similar short-term training will
start. Mexico already trains young neurologists from across Central America
(Fig2).
Perhaps Zika virus infection has
produced a momentum for all of us
to demonstrate our willingness to
cooperate and act quickly in the face
of this pandemic. We are at the beginning of a long, difficult, and tortuous
road. •
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
continued from page 10

Sutherland initially carried out a field
study of multiple sclerosis prevalence in
three tropical Queensland coastal cities
(Cairns, Townsville, and Mackay) and in
sub-tropical Toowoomba (about 100 km
west of Brisbane).2 Recognized cases of
the disease were found to have a lower
prevalence in the tropical than in the subtropical population, though the disease
prevalence was low relative to that in
Northern hemisphere populations.
Spurred on by this finding, he then
collaborated with local neurologists and
epidemiologists in selected southern cities

he proposed a speculative hypothesis
regarding multiple sclerosis prevalence
and the capacity of regional soils to bind
molybdenum in preference to copper.6
In Australia, Sutherland became a very
successful consultant who developed an
additional major interest in medico-legal
neurology. With the years, his active
investigative work into multiple sclerosis
diminished, though he retained a watch
on the relevant literature until the end,
which came in 1995.
Scotland’s inability to provide appropriate professional opportunity for
another of its many sons thus provided
Australia with one of that country’s pioneer neuroepidemiologists, a man whose

investigative endeavors helped awaken
ongoing broader interest into multiple
sclerosis far from his homeland. •

4. Sutherland JM, Tyrer JH, Eadie MJ (1962)
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(Newcastle, Perth and Hobart) to show a
higher multiple sclerosis prevalence the
further south the matter was studied.3
Later still, in another collaborative study
that took in New Zealand, overall closer
to the South Pole than the southernmost parts of Australia, further evidence
was obtained.4 Thus Sutherland’s name
became associated with a series of
investigations that demonstrated beyond
reasonable doubt that multiple sclerosis
prevalence increased with greater distance from the equator in the southern as
well as in the northern hemisphere.
He also initiated other multiple
sclerosis epidemiological investigations
in Australia. One study showed that the
prevalence of the disease correlated with
the notifications of paralytic poliomyelitis
in epidemics of that disease at different
latitudes in Australia. This finding led
to speculation that exposure to some
unidentified organism, occurring earlier
in childhood in hotter climates, while
some residual immunity of maternal
origin persisted, might have prevented
later clinical disease. However, in cooler
climates, exposure to the cause occurred
later and resulted in overt disease.5 He
also drew attention to a correlation between decreasing average annual sunlight
exposure in regions of Australia and increasing multiple sclerosis prevalence,4 a
finding largely forgotten until resurrected
by recent interest in the relation between
vitamin D and the disease. Additionally,
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